Case Study
Managing Worldkonnekt’s relocation

Worldkonnekt is a leading German speaking recruitment firm headquartered
in London. Worldkonnekt primarily focuses on sales and marketing roles across
the finance and technology sectors both inside and outside of Germany.
Personal service is paramount and therefore it is vital Worldkonnekt is in
constant communication with clients, candidates and partners.
Through their industry expertise, the firm being comprised of German speakers and insight, Worldkonnekt has become a
preferred supplier of German speaking personnel to many companies of all sizes. Due to their success, the company needed
to move to larger premises within London but, during the move, had to ensure continuity of the high level of service their
clients have come to rely on.
Worldkonnekt chose 23Technology to plan and execute the logistics of relocating their users to a prestigious central
London office. The move involved the installation of two secure high speed internet connections (data and voice separated),
local network infrastructure and IP telephony in the new premises, in advance of the user transition.
23Technology recommended Office 365 for email, collaboration and file sharing plus AVG CloudCare for managed
antivirus and content filtering security. These cloud hosted services enabled a simple switch-over to the new premises,
ready for Worldkonnekt users to walk up and access their familiar desktop.
Wireless access points were installed to give maximum flexibility within the office space for mobile devices. Power over
ethernet meant cabling was kept to a minimum. 23Technology also introduced dual screen working for core users to help
with productivity.

“During a very busy time for us,
23Technology provided excellent
support. There were engineers
on site throughout the move to
safeguard continuity of service.”
Rebecca Schween
Managing Director, Worldkonnekt

“We worked closely with
Worldkonnekt to plan for and
guarantee a smooth transition.
They can continue to expand
knowing that their IT infrastructure
will keep pace.”
Paul Foster
Director, 23Technology
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